
Order of Adjectives

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

He then took a bright globe of glass from his pocket, and by concentrating
his gaze upon it and making a ________________ effort, he succeeded in
throwing himself into the same condition.

1.

(mental/strong)

The appearance of the stripes is not accompanied by any change of form
or by any ____________ character.
2.

(new/other)

_____________ instances could be added of roses varying by buds.3.
(other/many)

Independent of _________________ sympathies which existed between
the doctor and myself, we were linked together by a vice.
4.

(mental/certain)

At that fancy-if fancy it were-I screamed aloud in mad terror, and the sound
of my ______________ voice broke the spell.
5.

(strange/own)

But we had scarce given our orders before the door opened, and a
_____________ fellow entered with something of a lurch, looked about him,
and approached the same table.

6.

(tall/young)

Behind went a ___________ dog, whose name was Ben.7. (old/good)

The ______________ spirit was gone out of them.8. (Persian/old)

She always wore a _______________ costume, that suited all the heads.9.
(white/simple)

______________________ allusions are made by Shakespeare to this
eccentric bird.
10.

(several/interesting)

So they made the _______________ mistake of their lives.11.
(second/great)

A ___________ squirrel was sitting upon a low branch of the tree.12.
(big/grey)

This was the ________________ act of Colonel Hamilton.13. (official/last)
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Catherine's night was a night of _________________ struggle.14.
(intense/mental)

She is a queer, _____________________ thing.15. (fascinating/little)

The ________________ return for something of inestimable value is an
offering likewise beyond price.
16.

(only/possible)

The finish can be any one of the _________________ kinds supplied by
the trade for this purpose.
17.

(many/different)

Everyone is enchanted with the ______________ thing.18. (dear/little)

In this watering-place I acted an heroic character, badly studied; and
being a novice on such a stage, I forgot my part before a pair of
______________ eyes.

19.

(lovely/blue)

There are the ___________ discomforts and misgivings.20. (old/same)
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